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Well the West has had too much peace and civility as far as the normal population
goes. It  needs to start  realizing the message of  Mohamed, the child molester and
really be tolerant to it. Because why not? We are all equals.

So if some people flail themselves out of existence, you ought do the same. I am sure
many of you here are aware of this practice of Pisslam, the Jewish Program of Peace.
Its about Piece and generally Piecing shit out of existence. Thanks Jews, who poor
they, created this program, look what is happening and what we are getting into the
West.

The kikes want suffering energy to achieve their ends. War, bloodshed and suffering
are all  useful.  This is why these "religions" of  theirs who all  stem from the root of
Judaism, are all about blood, death and the destruction of the World and all innocent
life on the planet.

But wait guys, don't forget these are human beings too. Of course our "Humanitarian"
West doesn't want to be bad to people. Well except if it means being "good" to people
actually means, getting enslaved to them and wiping out one's existence because of
mere ideas the jews project to people. Like how Whites are the fault of all Mankind,
and Jews are the Blessing of the Planet. The blessing of death, slavery, subjection.
The same blessing that created the Jewish Bible, destroyed all Ancient Pagan orders
that advanced Humanity and finally, defiled civilization into a level lower than pigs. As
the Jewish Bible says : "All people are equal under God". So who is anyone, to judge
these actions of self- mutilation, mass murder, or even the Chosen Race of JHVH, the
Jews, in anyway?

Well luck has it that most people don't even give one fucking damn about these shitty
books anymore. The numbers of these people increase. Yet the blinded masses still
remain. Let's inspect what beautiful things we are getting in the Western Countries!

Let's not forget! Rapefugees always Welcome! The Jews said so. The jews are the
Cheeze of G-d and they need to be listened to.

No matter what comes, "GOD" will save us All, Anyway! Yes, the Jewish God. The
Pope said so after all.  The Pope is a good Communist  anyway. Christ  is a Good,
Jewish Thoughtform. Its sole purpose is just wiping out all other Human beings other
than the 144,000 Chosen Elect Jews who will make it to heaven, after all. If you are
not that GOOD, its YOUR problem, Goyims!

The thing is, that these people have been brainwashed to a degree that nobody can

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722030814/http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15097.html


really fix up to this point. Except of the exceptions, the majority is on a very low level,
where murder, death and daily humiliation are the RULE and NOT the exception.

LET THE ENRICHMENT COMMENCE!!!

LET THE GAMES BEGIN!!!

Rapefugees Want to Play a Game - Tahharush:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joxyaGwJ2P8

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722030814/http://www.thehumanitarian.in/
uncategorized/practice-women-openly-raped-taharrush-jamai/

More 'Taharrush Gamea' - sex flash mobs - Cologne watch out!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZnbvByJxVg

The Kikes said that if you silently protest and you take a big sign and get your titties
out in public, you will change the Muslim Aggression. So whatever the kikes say must
be true. They are g-d's CHOSEN!!

YES, Holding a sign like a stupid imbecile in the street is actually going to send a BIG
message to those Mudslimes! Yay! Now Mudslimes stopped their advance to wipe out
the West!!!

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722030814/http://www.thehumanitarian.in/uncategorized/practice-women-openly-raped-taharrush-jamai/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170722030814/http://www.thehumanitarian.in/uncategorized/practice-women-openly-raped-taharrush-jamai/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZnbvByJxVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joxyaGwJ2P8


They will enrich us with New Laws. It’s the well-known, Sharia Law. It’s imposed in
European territories already!

The LAW is to be applied as such.

Severing hands for stealing:



Or just Flailing by a righteous mud faced jew, for not following Bordallah:

And Goyim, Fuck your Democracy. It’s not Islam and therefore not allowed. Muslims
Wake Up!! Establish the Sharia Already!!



Well  look  at  the  ENRICHED  Muslims  that  are  the  source  of  CULTURAL
ENRICHMENT! WE should be so GLAD they are around to rape us, pillage our hard
earned money, rape women and K*ll people for fun. They will CERTAINLY assimilate
and ACCEPT THE WEST, saith the Liberal Cuck and the Feminist Punk agreed:





It seems apparently the West cares more about "Muslim Kids" and "Children" than the
actual Muslims themselves, doesn't it?





Seas of Wisdom (And Blood):



- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[666BlackSun] wrote: 
“Now I am no historian so correct me if I am wrong but didn't the Romans only
start the gladiator thing after they were Christianized? The last pic reminded me of
that.”

The Romans themselves didn't start anything. The jews in the Roman Empire did this,
who were given ruling positions by keeping leaders in debt. Yes, the Coliseum thing
was in its entirety, a jewish idea.
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